Notes
1. Material is RedLINE.
2. This detail illustrates a typical application.
   Refer to project specific details for more information.

SECTION

Cover all of the white fleece with Kemperol

Thermoplastic Membrane
(Roughen surface with wire brush)

Kemperol Reflect 2K FR (white)

Reinforcing Fabric

Flat term bar fastened at 9" o.c.

Kempertec R Primer

Insulation

Structural deck

Nailer

Joint gap

Compressible insulation

DETAIL NAME:
RedLINE® Waterproof Expansion Joint installed into Thermoplastic Membrane (Deck-to-Deck)
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DESCRIPTION: RedLINE® Waterproof Expansion Joint installed into Thermoplastic Membrane (Deck-to-Deck)
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